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Italiano: BoJack Horseman è una serie animata statunitense del 2014. Star Trek: Discovery with
Scott Bakula and's 1 Episodi. Title: BoJack Horseman Season 5 (2018) Online. Episodi: 12. Star Trek:
Discovery, il suo cast e la trama della serie su Netflix Italia e in streaming e tutti i novelle. Star Trek
is an American science fiction media franchise created by Gene Roddenberry. It comprises numerous
television series, comics, novels and video games that are set in the fictional United Federation of
Planets, a spacefaring society in the distant future. (Wikipedia) Star Trek: the Next Generation ()
was an American science fiction television series created by Gene Roddenberry and broadcast on
NBC between 1987 and 1994. The series was broadcast in syndication and. (Wikipedia) Convert to
Subtitles: It has been through 7 seasons and is still running. It is the most popular television
program in many countries, the most popular science fiction series in the history of television and
one of the top-rated syndicated shows. Star Trek: The Next Generation was the final Star Trek
series. The final episode aired in syndication on September 29, 1994. (Wikipedia) It debuted on
September 8, 1987, on NBC. It was the sixth Star Trek television series, having been preceded by
Star Trek: The Original Series (1966-1969), Star Trek: The Animated Series (1973-1974), Star Trek:
Phase II (1982-1986), Star Trek: Deep Space Nine (1993-1999), and Star Trek: Voyager (1995-2001).
(Wikipedia) Star Trek: Deep Space Nine was an American science fiction television series broadcast
from 1993 to 1999. It was the seventh installment of the Star Trek franchise, following Star Trek:
The Next Generation (1987–1994) and preceding Star Trek: Voyager (1995–2001). (Wikipedia) The
seventh season, originally titled "Parallels", began airing on October 6, 1996. It consisted of 24
episodes and featured new actors for the main cast, which was composed of Jonathan Frakes, René
Auberjonois, Max Grodénchik, Avery Brooks, and most notably, Michelle Yeoh. Jonathan Frakes
wrote most of the new episodes, except for the final four. (Wikipedia) Star Trek: Voyager was an
American science fiction television series set in the Star Trek universe. It aired
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